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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a class of nonlinear first-order differential equations 
of the form 
w/1, NPL)) + WPL) = 0, P E WRdh (0.1) 
where M(Rd) is the space of probability measures on Rd. In this paper we 
establish, under certain smoothness assumptions on H, the existence and 
uniqueness of the C’s ’ solution of (0.1) as soon as ;1> 0 is large enough. 
This type of result has recently been discovered to hold for degenerate 
second-order quasilinear equations in Rd [7]. In this paper we obtain the 
analogous result with Rd replaced by M(R”). 
Although it may seem more natural, in studying differential equations in 
infinite dimensions, to start with a Hilbert space setting, as has been done 
in [2-4, 10, 111, we deal here with M(Rd) because the motivating example 
arises from a class of problems [6, Sect. l] naturally formulated in terms 
of M(Rd). 
The class of equations we consider are of “Bellman” type 
m4 p)=sup M--AUp)-UL4 u)h 
UEU 
(0.2) 
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where p E M(R“), p E C,‘(Rd), {A”: u E U} is a family of degenerate lliptic 
operators on Rd, 
and L: M(Rd) x U -+ R is “smooth.” 
M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions [ 11 introduced the correct notion of 
weak solution (“viscosity solutions”) for nonlinear first- and second-order 
equations, first in finite dimensions [ 1] and subsequently in infinite 
dimensions [24]. Under various hypotheses, it has been shown that such 
equations have unique bounded viscosity solutions [S, 91. 
The above case (0.2) involves additional difficulties because of the 
presence of the unbounded terms A”. Nevertheless, when applicable, the 
standard method [9] of establishing uniqueness, for equations of Bellman 
type, is to show that all viscosity solutions in the relevant class are equal 
to the solution given by a specific variational representation as the “value 
function” 
v(p) = inf { u”(p): all controls u} (0.3) 
of the control problem with “cost” 
-“L(p(t), u(r)) dt. (0.4) 
Here ,D( t) = @J,. where T,ys is the inhomogeneous emigroup on C,(Rd) 
generated by A”“‘, and u( .), the “control,” is simply a measurable function 
of time taking values in the parameter set U. 
Although we do not discuss viscosity solutions in this paper, the 
approach we take involves the variational formulation above. 
The key hypothesis we make on H concerns the supremum in (0.2). 
Specifically, we shall see (Section 3) that the existence of optimal controls 
(controls satisfying u’(m) = u(m)) follows from the assumption that the 
supremum is attained at a single point u(p, p) E U for each p, p. 
The main result established here is the existence and uniqueness of the 
classical solution for (0.1) in the class Ci- ‘(M(Rd)) (Section 1) for 1 large 
enough, if we assume u is Lipschitz in p, p. The Cl,’ regularity is optimal 
even in finite dimensions. 
We emphasize that the method of proof is completely elementary; the 
interest here is the surprising phenomenon that the solutions of a 
degenerate equation such as (0.1) enjoy the same regularity that one 
expects of nondegenerate quations, when the zeroth-order coefficient is 
large enough. 
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1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
For k> 1 let C~~i,’ = Cf- ‘*‘(Rd) be the space of functions whose 
derivatives up to order k - 1 exist and are Lipschitz on Rd, with the usual 
norm 
If DECO then IIqllk is just the usual Ck-norm and in fact C,k-i,’ is 
isometric to the Sobolev space Wk’03 (Rd). Let 11~110 be the sup norm of cp. 
Let M= M(Rd) be the set of probability measures on Rd. Below we shall 
be using both weak convergence and convergence in variational norms on 
A4 and so we denote by M, the Polish space obtained by imposing the 
weak topology on M. Throughout ~(4) denotes the integral of 4 against p. 
Let k 3 0. Given p let 
It follows that Ip( d II&k IIqllk for all ~EC:-‘,’ and k> 1. 
Let p E A4 and let v : CF + R be a linear functional. We say v is a tangent 
oector to M at ~1 if p + tv E A4 for It I sufficiently small. Let T, M denote the 
tangent vectors at p, Below (Section 2) we shall see that ~(4) is well-defined 
for 4 E C, when v E T,,M. 
We say @: M + R is differentiable at p E M if there exists a function 
4 E Ch such that for all v E T,M the limit 
$ _ @b+tv) 
f-0 
exists and equals v(4). In this case we denote 4 by D@(p). @ is differentiable 
if @ is differentiable at p for all p E M. 
We say @ : M -+ R is in C,‘,‘(M) if @ E C,(M,V), @ is differentiable, 
(1) WP)+‘, IIEM, 
(2) {Do(p): ,U E M} is bounded in Ci”, 
(3) I@(P)-@WI GCIIP-P’Il-4> 
(4) lI~~~~u)-~~~~‘~II2~~II~--11’11~2~ PL, P’EM. 
This definition is natural for (0.1) in the sense that for DE CL,‘(M) the 
map p H H(p, D@(p)) is Lipschitz relative to 11. I(-2. 
Let U be the set of control values; let a, b, L be as in Section 0. For 
N > 2 we say hypothesis (EN) holds if 
l U is compact; 
l {a(., ~1, b(., ~1: u E U} is bounded in Cg+ ‘,I; 
580/97/Z-5 
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l ila(.,U)--(.,u’)j(,+lIh(~,u)-h(.,u’)l/,~dCd(u,u’),u,u’in 0’; 
l L E C,(M,. x U); 
l L( ., U) is differentiable with DL(p, u) E Ct+ ‘.I, p E M, u E U; 
l {DL(p, u):pEM, UE u, 1 is bounded in C,c”’ ‘.I; 
l IIDL(,u, u) - DL(p’, u’)ll N d C/Ip - p’ll N + Cd(u, u’) for p, p’ in M, 
u, U’ E u; 
l for REM, JIECL+‘.‘, the continuous map u M ,u( -A”p) - L(p, u) 
is bounded above and attains its maximum at exactly one point 
a4 P) E u; 
l u is Lipschitz in the sense 
d(“h P), u($~ P’)) 6 c, I/p - p’ll -N + c, lip - P’It N> 
for pEM? p’EM? lIpIIN+2<r, IIp’IIN+26r, for all r>O. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM A. Assume (E2) holds. Then there exists ,I2 B 0 such that, for 
1> I,,, Eq. (0.1) has a solution VE C’$‘(M). Moreover under (EN), N>2, 
there exists lvN 2 0 such that, for ,4 > jkN, this solution satisfies 
(1) Do(p)EC/+‘J, PLEM; 
(2) {Du(p):p~M} is bounded in CF+‘,‘, 
t3) b(~)-"($)l dCI/~-,%N-2? /b kEM, 
14) lIDu(~)-Du(~‘)llN~cI/~--‘tI~N, PL, hIEM. 
We establish a simple uniqueness result via the standard PDE argument 
and thus we will not assume that (0.1) is of Bellman type. We say assumption 
(U,) holds if 
l for each REM and PEC~‘~ there exists a degenerate elliptic 
operator A(p, p) such that 
exists and equals -p(A(p, p)q) for all qE C’z” ; 
l the coefficients 4% PL, P)> b(x, P, P) of Ah P) satisfy 
/oxr(;;;“), b(.,pp): PEE, p~C:‘l, IIpl/4<r) is bounded in C?‘, 
l IId., P, b, - 4.9 P’> ~‘)llo + llb(., P> P) - b(.> P’, p’)llo < 
C,IIP-P’II-2 + C,IIp-p’ll2, p,p’EM, p,p’ECi”, IIpl14 < r, 
II P’ II 4 d r. 
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It is easily verified that (U,) holds when (0.1) is of Bellman type (0.2) 
with a, b, L satisfying (E,). 
THEOREM B. Assume i > 0 and (U,). Then there is at most one solution 
u of(O.l) in CL,‘(M). 
To motivate the above Lipschitz condition on u, we recall the standard 
exemple: Take U c Rd compact convex, A” = -A’u, - . .. - Adu, affine in 
u, f=f(x, u) E Cbm(Rd x Rd) strictly convex in u, f,, > 0, on Rd x U. Set 
L(p, u) =p(f( ., u)). Then L,,(p, u) >O for all PE M and L,( ., u) is 
Lipschitz on M relative to 11. I/-,.., for all N > 0, uniformly for u E U. If we 
set FL4 4) = sup,, u (4. u - Lb, u)), q E Rd, then Hh P) = f’h I*(&)), 
where p(Ap) = (p(A’p), . . . . ,u(Adp)), Standard convexity theory [7] implies 
I+, p) =F’q(p, p(Ap)) with I;, Lipschitz. It follows that (EN) holds for 
N>2. 
In particular let H: R + R be C” and strictly convex and have faster 
than linear growth at infinity. Let B = b(x) .V be a smooth vector field on 
Rd. Then &D(p) = p(BD@(p)) is a “vector field” on M and for @E C;,‘(M) 
our methods can be extended (since in this case Uis not compact) to establish 
existence and uniqueness of the solution in C:,‘(M) to 
H@@)) + MP) = Q(P) 
when A is sufficiently large. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Until the end of the proof of Theorem A, (E2) is a standing assumption 
which will not be repeated. 
Let @ E C:,‘(M). We derive some consequences of the definition. Let p, v 
be in M. Then p(t)=(l -t)p+ tvEM and p(t)=p(s)+(t-s)(v-p) for 
0 <s < t < 1; this implies v-p E T,,,,M for 0 < t < 1 and so f(t) = @(p(t)) 
is differentiable on 0 < t < 1 with f’(t) = (v - p)(D@(p(t))). Thus 
WV) - Q(P) = j-’ (v - ~L)(~@(Af))) dt. 
0 
In particular this shows (3) in the definition of C;,‘(M) is implied by (2). 
Moreover if lID@(p)j(, < C, p E M, for some k > 0, it follows @ is Lipschitz 
on M with respect o 11 .I] -k. Moreover, if @ is Lipschitz relative to 11. (I--k, 
k > 0, then by Ascoli’s theorem @ E C,(M,). 
Our assumption (EN) now implies L( ., u) is Lipschitz on M relative to 
Ij . )I -,+ 2 uniformly for 24 E U. 
Note that the norms jlpll~ N < + co, N > 0, are nonincreasing in N and 
are defined for any linear functional ~1: CF + R. Below we use the phrase 
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“signed measure” to mean the signed measures with finite total variation on 
R’. In particular /I v// 0 < x8 iff \I is a signed measure on R”, and 11 v/j0 = 
II gll L1(P, whenever dv/dp = g, p E M. 
A “control” is a measurable map U: [0, cc) --f Ii. Then the martingale 
problem for A, = A ‘(‘) is well-posed on C( [0, K ); Rd). When the coefficients 
in A, are Cf-l,’ m x, k 3 2, Oleinik’s theorem [ 121 asserts 
lI~~s~llk~~C”~“‘II~l/,~ t>s30, (2.1) 
where T;,~(x) = E.;,hKW)) is the corresponding semigroup. In 
particular C, = 0 and we have II T;,$l/O d II&lo. 
Now for m : CT + R linear let p(t)(d) = m( T,y,q5); then p(t) E M whenever 
rneM and 
itdt)ll k 6 ecr limit -k, t 3 0. (2.2 1 
Since a( ., u), h( ., U) E C:‘l the coefficients of AU(‘)* are in CL,‘. It follows 
that p(t) has a density in Ci,’ whenever m does. 
Note that any positive operator T: Cb -+ Cb satisfying Tl = 1 induces a 
map on tangent spaces: If v E T,,M then VTE TpTh4. In particular if p(t), 
v(t) are the flows defined above starting from p, v, then v E T, A4 implies 
v(t) E Tp,,,M. 
Let u be a control and let p(t) = mT&, m E M. Then 
At)(d) = As)(d) + j’ Ar)(A’(‘)d) dr J 
and so Il~(t)-~(s)li-2~CIf-~I. It follows that tw Il~(t)l/~~ is Lipschitz. 
Similarly ft-+ 11$‘(t) - $“(t)ll mmiv is Lipschitz for any controls U, U’ and 
N2 2. 
When m has a density in C,Z so does p(t); repeating the above yields 
Il~(t)-ll(s)llo~Clt--l in this case. 
We will need to characterize T,,M. An elementary computation shows 
that v E T,M iff v is a signed measure, vl = 0, Iv/ G ,D and dv/dp E B(Rd). 
Let u be a control and let p(t) =mTFO, m E M. Let @: M+ R be 
differentiable. Below we will need the chain rule 
@(l-l(t)) = Q(m) + 1’ P(sW@M~))) ds 
0 
= @(m) + jr p(s)(A”‘“’ D@(,u(s))) ds, t 2 0. (2.3) 
0 
For (2.3) to be meaningful for all m EM it is natural to assume 
D@(~)E Cz for all REM. We esrablish (2.3) when @E C,(M,.), @ is 
differentiable, and D@ : M,,. + C,’ is continuous. 
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Under these assumptions the map t H @(p(t)) is Lipschitz. Thus to 
establish (2.3) we need only identify the derivative which exists for almost 
all t > 0. Moreover both sides of (2.3) are weakly continuous functions of 
m; thus it is enough to establish (2.3) when m lies in a dense set 9cc,,,. 
To this end we introduce such a dense subset. 
Let S(x) = dm. Let 9 c M be the set of measures whose density 
relative to Lebesgue measure exists and is of the form fe-ES for some E > 0 
and f E Cz uniformly bounded away from zero on Rd. Note first that S,, 
s x,x, are in Cj, i, j = 1, . . . . d. Second, 9 is dense in M,,: By applying the 
heat semigroup, any m E M is close to m’ with C” n L’ density; by 
multiplication, m’ is close to m” with density of the form fe-“’ with 
f E C” n L’; by truncation m” is close to m”’ with density of the form 
WE" with f E CT nonnegative; adding 6eeES yields m”” in 9. 
We show 9 is invariant under the semigroup T$ for all controls u. Let 
u be a control and let m E 9 with density p E Ci. Let p(t) = mT,F’, and 
denote its density by p(t, x) E Ci. For simplicity we take E = 1 and suppose 
f = peS is bounded away from zero and in Ci. Set f (t, x) = p(t, x)eS(“). 
Then f(z) satisfies 
fr=AUcr)*f- (VS,aVf)+($(VS,aVS)-(A”““-A”“‘*l)S),f: 
By the Feynman-Kac formula applied to this semigroup we obtain f(t, x) 
bounded away from zero; since the coefficients are in Ci, we also obtain 
f(t) E Ci. This shows p(t) E 9. 
A point t > 0 is a Lebesgue point of u if limelo (l/2&) 
1:‘: supl,~,,,,~ i Id(u(s)) - d(u(t))l ds = 0. The usual procedure (see Section 
3) guarantees that almost all t > 0 are Lebesgue points. 
Let u be a control and let m E 9. Then 
~(t)(4) = P(S)($) + (t-s) PL(s)(A~(~)~) + c’ Mr)(AU(‘)4) - ~(s)(A”‘“‘d)) dr; s 
since the density of p(t) is in Ci it follows that 
Il~(~)-~(s)-(~--s)~(s)A”(“)Il-,=~(l~-sl) as t +s, (2.4) 
for a.a. s > 0. 
The key property of 9 is the following: m E 9 implies mA” E T,,,M for all 
UE U: in particular p(s) E 9 implies p(s)A”‘“’ E Tpcs,M, s > 0. Since @ is 
differentiable it follows from (2.4) that t H @(p(t)) is differentiable for a.a. 
t > 0 with derivative p(t)(A”(‘) D@(p(t))). This establishes the chain rule 
(2.3) for m E 9 and hence for m E M. 
In particular (2.3) is established for @E C:,‘(M). Let u*(m), u(m), m EM, 
be as in Section 0. Our first lemma asserts that the main result holds when 
the control function is frozen. 
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LEMMA 2.1. There exists E W2,0 3 0 such that vu E C;.‘(M) ,for i. > E,,,, and 
all controls u, with 
Dv’(m)=j e ” TJ, DL(u( t), u(t)) dt (2.5 1 
0 
for all m E M. Moreover under (EN), N > 2, there exists l,V,, > 0 such that vu 
satisfies 
(1) Dv”(m)ECf+‘,‘, meM, 
(2) (D~~(p):peM} is bounded in Cf+l.‘, 
(3) IV”(P)-u”W)l 6CIl~-~‘llL~-2, p, PIEM, 
(4) D~“(~~-D~“(~‘)II~~CII~-~‘II~,~, P  P’EM, 
untformly for 1, > I.,, and all controls u. 
Proof Let /.P = m + EV with v tangent at m. Since p H p”(t) is linear, we 
have p’(t) = p(t) + &v(t) with the obvious notation. Thus I&P(t), u(t)) is 
differentiable in E at E = 0; differentiation under the integral sign yields 
(2.5). BY (2.11, IlDv”(~)ll ,.., + 2 < C and the continuity and Lipschitz character 
of II”, Du” are inherited from the corresponding properties of L. [ 
Fix T > 0. For each control u set 0+(t) = u(t + T); 8,~ is the control 
“cut” from u at time T. Conversely controls u, U’ can be “pasted” at time 
T to yield the control uOr u’ whose restriction to [0, T) equals u and 
f3,(u@.u’) = u’. 
Since T87U = T” I, * f+ T.,Y + r, we have p”“( t + T; m) = poru( t ; $‘( T; m)). This 
yields 
LEMMA 2.2. For all T> 0 and controls u. 
voTu(pu( T)) = ?‘,i e -‘(‘- “L(p”(t), u(t)) dr, 
ooR’“(u”(T))=~~ epictm T’T;rDL(uU(t), u(t))dt. 
A control u is e-optimal at m if vu(m) < u(m) + E. A control is optimal at 
m if it is O-optimal at m. 
LEMMA 2.3. For T> 0, m E M, and A> 0 
L(p, u) dt + ee”ru(p( T)) 
> 
, 
where the infimum is ouer all controls u. 
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ProoJ: Let E > 0, u be arbitrary; choose a control U’ that is s-optimal at 
p”(T) and set U” = u Or u’. Then 19+” = U’ and so by Lemma 2.2 
u(m) < d”‘(m) = j’e-“‘L(p, u) dt + e-‘TueT”“(p”(T)) 
0 
s 
T 
d ep”L(p, ~)dt+e~“~u(p’(T))+~~‘~~ 
0 
s 
T 
6 e-“‘L(p, u) dt + e-“‘oe’“(p”(T)) + epRTe 
0 
s 
co = e -i.‘L(p, u) dt + edLT& 
0 
= z?(m) + eCATe. 
If we take the inlimum over u and let ~10 the result follows. 1 
This easily implies 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf u is optimal at m and T>O then f3,u is optimal 
at @‘(T). 
The following shows that u“ solves (0.1) at m when u is optimal at m. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose m E M and A> A,,,. Let u be a control optimal 
at m. Then 
H(m, Du”(m)) + W(m) = 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.3 
u"(m)=u(m)6 jTepAt L(pa(t), a) dt + e-iTuU(po( T)) (2.6) 
0 
for all a E U. Then by Lemma 2.1 and the chain rule f(t) = u”($(t)) is 
differentiable for a.a. t > 0 and f’(t) = p”(t)(A” Du’($(t))). One half of the 
result now follows by writing the fundamental theorem of calculus for 
e-ATf(T) -f(O) in (2.6), dividing by T, letting TLO, and extremizing the 
inequality over a E U. 
On the other hand we have (p(t) = p’(t)) 
uBTU(m) 3 u(m) = z?(m) = joT e -itL(p(t), u(t)) dt + e--iTu8Tu(p( T)). 
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Repeating the argument above yields 
s 
T 
03 e "'(L(,u(t), u(t)) - Ed"'L(p(t)) +p(r)(A"") D~"'~(p(t)))) dt 
0 
Now check that uBTU + uU in R, Du’~~ --f Du” relative to /I. IIz, locally 
uniformly on M,,, as TJ 0. The result follows by dividing by T and letting 
TlO. I 
3. EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL CONTROLS 
To establish existence of optimal controls, we introduce a larger class, 
the so-called “relaxed” controls, establish existence of optimal controls 
in this larger class, and then show that any optimal relaxed control is 
necessarily a control in the usual sense which moreover satisfies the usual 
Euler-Lagrange condition. 
A relaxed control is a measurable map U: [0, GO) + M(U), where the 
weak topology is imposed on M(U). Every such control induces a measure 
on [0, T] x U via the formula q5-+l,‘u(t)(qQt,.))dt, #EC~([O, T]x U). 
We say relaxed controls converge if the corresponding measures converge 
in M( [0, T] x U) for all T> 0. We extend the definition of a(x, u), h(x, u), 
L(p, U) to all of u EM(U) by setting a(x, U) = jL/ a(x, CI) u(dor) and similarly 
defining h, L. In particular this defines A” for u EM(U). Note with this 
topology the set of relaxed controls is itself compact. 
With the above definitions, u”(m) is given by (0.3) and C(m) is given by 
(0.4), where the inlinum is now over all relaxed controls. Every control 
induces a relaxed control via the embedding u H 6,, U+ M( U). Thus 
D(m)<u(m). A relaxed control is optimal at rn if v”(m)=B(m). 
We now note that the entire development in Section 2 holds also for 
relaxed controls. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume i > ;12,0, and let m, + m in M,. ; suppose u, -+ u as 
relaxed controls. Then IP(m,) - d’(m)/, 11 Doun(m,) - Du’(m)ll 2 converge to 
zero. In particular a relaxed control optimal at m exists. 
Proof: All we need to check is the first statement since the set of relaxed 
controls is compact. Let P,, P be the solutions to the martingale problems 
for A: = A”n(‘), A, = Au(‘) with initial distributions equal to m,, m 
respectively, and let p,(t), ,u(t) be the corresponding distributions of x(t) 
under P,, P. Since A: are afline in u,(t), a standard argument [S] shows 
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that P, + P. Thus p,(t) + p(t) in M, for each t 2 0; since weak 
convergence in M implies convergence in I/. 11 P2 (actually 11. I(-,) it follows 
that lip,(t) - p(t)\1 -2 -+ 0. The result follows since L( ., u), DL( ., v) are 
Lipschitz with respect to (I .\I P2, uniformly for UE U. 1 
A point t > 0 is a Lebesgue point of U: [0, co) --) M(U) if (l/2&) 
j:“: 114s) - 4t)llo d s +O as ~10. Viewed as a Banach space valued map, 
the usual procedure guarantees that almost all t > 0 are Lebesgue points; 
moreover this definition agrees with the previous one (Section 2) when u 
is a control in the usual sense. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume 2 >&O and fix m E M. Then there exists a 
continuous control in the usual sense optimal at m. Moreover any continuous 
control u optimal at m satisfies 
u(t) = Wt), Due’“w))h t > 0. 
ProoJ: Let u be a relaxed control optimal at m; assume u is defined for 
t negative near 0 (in the proof below the values of u for t negative play no 
role) and suppose t = 0 is a Lebesgue point of u. For each a E U and let 
u”(t) = 6, if t < E, u”(t) = u(t) if t 3 E. Letting p’(t) be the corresponding 
flow, p(t) = p”(t), it follows by definition that p’(t) = mT,q, TtE when t 3 E. 
Since 0 is a Lebesgue point of U, elementary differential calculus considera- 
tions as in Section 2 yield E H L(@(t), u(t)) is differentiable at E = 0 + with 
derivative v( t)(DL(p( t), u(t))), where v(t) = m( -A”(‘) + A”) Tt,. Now let 
u”(m) denote the cost corresponding to u”. Then 
v’(m) = J’ e-‘.’ 
0 
CL(,Ot), 6,) - LW(t), u(t))1 dt + iom ep”LW(t), u(t)) dt. 
(3.1) 
It follows that v’(m) is differentiable in E at E = 0 +. Moreover since u is 
optimal at m, we must have (d/d&) v’(m)lc, o+ 3 0 for all a E U. Differentiating 
(3.1) with respect o E yields 
m([-A”“’ + A”1 P) + CL(m, a) - L(m, 4O))l b 0, 
where p = Dv”(m) E Ci. Since this is true for all a E U and the map 
a t-+ m( - A”p) - L(m, a) is continuous on U, is bounded above, and attains 
its supremum at the unique point a = u(m, p), it follows that supp(u(0)) c 
Mm, P)>. 
Now B,u is optimal at p(t) and 0 is a Lebesgue point of 0(u, for a.a. 
t > 0; thus by the above u is a.e. equal to a control in the usual sense. Since 
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t F+ p(t) is continuous relative to // .I1 _ 2 and t H Du”+‘(p(t)) is continuous 
relative to Jj. 11 2, it follows that u can be chosen continuous. 1 
Given m E A4 and a control u let 
p(t) = Du’+(p(t)) = It“ e-mic5p’)T:, DL(,u(s), u(s)) ds. (3.2) 
Then the feedback in Lemma 3.2 reads 
u(t) = W(t), At)), a.a. -t B 0. (3.3) 
Equations (3.2), (3.3) together with the forward equation for p(t) are the 
Hamilton’s equations for this variational problem. These can be written as 
f At) = -qJmL(~)~ P(t))> 
$ P(f) = ~,ff(P(~h P(t)) + Q(t). 
Since we do not use this representation we omit the proof. 
4. THE BASIC ESTIMATE 
Let m, m’ in A4 and let U, U’ be controls. Let p(t), ,u’( t), p(t), p’(t) be the 
corresponding trajectories. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (EN), N 3 2. For t 3 0 
lb(t) -$(t)ll --N 6 lb - m’ll -N 
+ C j’ (II,+) -I’ll -,v + d(u(s), u’(s))) ds. (4.1) 
0 
Proof By variation of parameters and (EN) 
II T:od - C%llo 6 C ( 44s), u’(s)) ds II411 2, O<t<l. 
This implies 
IlAt) - $(t)ll -N G (I+ Cl) lb - m’ll --N + C Iof 44s), U’(J)) ds 
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for 0 d t Q 1. This implies 
for 0~6~1 and k21. If we sum over l<k<[t/sl and send JlO, the 
result follows since t H Ilp(t) - p’(t)11 ~ N is continuous. I 
Now set 
P(l) = IlAt) - P’(f)ll -N + lb(t) - P’(t)llN 
and assume u, u’ satisfy the feedbacks 
u(t) = UbL(f), p(t)), u’(t) = W(f), p’(t)), t > 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume (EN), N > 2. There exists LN 2 0, C> 0 such that 
for 2 > 1, 
~(t)~Ce”~‘Ilrn-rn’ll~,. 
Proof Since u is Lipschitz it follows that 
44th u’(t)) d CP(f)Y 
IPJwt), u(t)) -Dud(f), u’(t))11 NG Wt). 
(4.2) 
Now by variation of parameters 
6C i ’ eC+‘)d(u(r), u’(r)) dr( sup IID&, u)llN+2) I ptM,UElJ 
< Cec(s-‘) ‘p(r) dr. 
s f 
Hence 
IIptt) - p’tt)lt N 
< s O” e-‘(‘-‘) 1) T,“, DL(p(s), u(s)) - Tsy; D-&‘(s), u’(.s))ll N ds I 
s 
m <C * e-(ipc)(s-‘)(p(s)+C(j:p(r)dr))dr. (4.3) 
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Combining (4.1) (4.2), (4.3) yields 
where (Kf )( t) equals 
NOW p(t) < C < Ce” and f(t) < e” implies Kf(t) < 6ec“ where 
6 = i + 2C/(3. - C). Choosing A. > 2, = 5C yields 6 < 1 and so iterating (4.4) 
yields 
p(t)d(I+K+ ‘.. +K”-‘) Ilm-m’l~p,+K”p(t) 
<(1+6+ ... +dnP’) Ilm-Wr’ll_,eC’+6”CeC’ 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose A> AZ. Then for each m E M there exists 
exactly one control optimal at m. Suppose m, -+ m in M,V, and let u,,, be the 
corresponding optimal controls. Then u, + u in measure on [O, T] for all 
T>O. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Let ;1> A,. For m E A4 define F(m) = Do”(m), where u is optimal at m. 
Then taking t = 0 in Lemma 4.2 yields 
lI~~~~-~~~‘~ll~6~ll~-~‘ll p2. (5.1) 
Moreover under (EN) this map F satisfies 
II~~~~-~~~‘~ll~~~//~-~‘ll~N (5.2) 
and llF(m)llNt2 remains bounded as m ranges in M. 
Let PIG M, v E T,M and let U, denote the unique control optimal at 
,u + tv. Then 
lim sup 0 + tv) - 0) 
< lim sup LfYP + tv) - mP) 
110 t ’ 110 t 
= v(DP(p)) = v(F(p)). 
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Moreover by the mean-value theorem 
lim inf 0 + tv) - U(P) > lim infu”‘(P + tv) - UWL) , 
110 t r10 t 
= li,,f v(Du”‘(p + t*v)) = v(F(p)) 
since U, -+ u0 in measure, t* --t 0 and (,u, U) H Dv’(~) is continuous 
(Lemma 3.1). Replacing v by -v we conclude 
$ _ u(P++v)=v(fYP)) 
I-0 
(5.3) 
and hence u is differentiable with Dv(m) = Du”(m), where u is the unique 
control optimal at m. 
Parts (1) and (2) in Theorem A are established at the beginning of this 
section. Part (3) is an immediate consequence of (3) in Lemma 2.1 and 
(4) is (5.2), above; finally u satisfies (0.1) because of Corollary 2.5. This 
establishes Theorem A. 
To establish uniqueness, let v, u’ be two solutions of (0.1) in C;,‘(M) 
and set @ = u - u’. Differentiating t H H(p, (1 - t) Dv(p) + t Du’(p)) and 
applying the fundamental theorem of calculus yield 
where 
J-@(P) = ffh Du’bL)) - fGL, DGL)) = Z@(P) D@(P)), (5.4) 
A(p)=j’A(p,(l-t)Du(p)+tDu’(p))dt. 
0 
Since Du(p), Du’(p), ,BEM, are bounded in Cz, (U,) implies A(p) 
satisfies 
This uniform Lipschitz condition guarantees the existence and uniqueness 
of the nonlinear diffusion ,u(t) E M satisfying 
$ P(t) = At) mt))> 140) = m, 
via iteration relative to the norm II .lI _ 2, 
d 
; PLn+ 1(t) = A+ 1(t) 4Pn(t))> p,+I(0)=m,nBO, 
po(t)=m, t>O (cf. Lemma 4.1). 
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In particular by the chain rule (2.31, (5.4), (5.5) we obtain 
d 
dre 
-i’@(p(t)) = 0, t > 0. 
Thus u = u’ on M. This establishes Theorem B. 
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